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Phases of a Possession  
 
 
While working with British Basketball this summer, I had the chance to spend a few short 
days with Pablo Laso, the head coach of Bruesa, ACB in Spain. I used this time to ask him 
many questions about how he teaches offence. One concept that makes a lot of sense to me 
was the four phases of the shot clock.  
     
Phase 1 – Fastbreak 
A fastbreak occurs when there is an advantage situation, 1-0, 2-1, 3-2 etc. Player must realize 
how to create these situations off of makes, misses, turnover or steals.   
 
Phase 2 - Transition  
This is the time when all of the defenders are back, but they have not matched up or are not in 
their proper defensive positions. It is an excellent time for a trailer to shoot a three point shot, 
a pass to the post before the help defenders sags in the lane or the guard drives to the hoop 
because he/she sees that the help defender is not in position.  
 
Phase 3 – Mid-clock  
When the team runs it stuff, whether it be a set, motion or continuity. The key is that the flow 
from transition to the set is seamless.  
 
Phase 4 - Late clock  
When the shot clock is winding down. It is important that your team knows how it will 
produce a good shot, not a forced or contested shot? Do you isolate the player with the ball, do 
you run a special play or do you continue to run your offence.  
 
How to use the four phases 
§ As a team the coach must help the players decide what shots are acceptable in each phase 

of the clock. Do these shots apply to the whole team or to certain players? In the fastbreak 
phase some coaches will only accept lay ups, others may allow for three point shots. Will 
you cut the transition phase short or will you allow the players one ball reversal to look for 
a post up or a drive. What shots are you looking for from your set or motion offense. Who 
do you want to have the ball late in the clock? Pablo spent a lot of time talking about the 
importance of shot selection. In fact one of his assistant coaches is assigned the job of 
debriefing with each player after each game each shot the player took. In my search for 
how we can improve our shooting percentages the topic was shot selection was brought up 
by numerous coaches with whom I talked.  

§ In drills let players know what phase of the clock there are working with. This was a light 
bulb moment for me. It was so simple I was embarrassed that I did not think of it sooner.  

 

 



 

In doing a simple 3-0 drill, the ball is tossed off the back 
board, rebound, pushed down the floor and scored at the 
other end. If no directions are given the players can advance 
and score the ball in numerous ways. This is an excellent 
time to apply the four phases.  
 
Coach: “Run 3 on 0, fastbreak phase.”  
The players should recognize that they need to quickly 
advance the ball down the floor simulating the creation of a 
1-0, 2-1 3-2.  
 
It is not a fastbreak if:  
§ The player who rebounds the ball, “turtles”. This means 

he covers up the ball with his body and pivots several 
times. The outlet is too slow and the defence will be back.   

§ The player receiving the outlet pass comes back and takes a hand-off. Too slow!  
§ The player who gets the outlet zigzag dribbles the ball up the floor. 
§ The rebounder uses a break out dribble, but takes 10 dribbles to advance the ball before 

passing.  
§ The players do not sprint to get ahead of the ball. 
§ The ball is passed backwards. 
§ The ball is passed with a slow arcing passes.   
 
The coach must help the players recognize the actions that will create a possible shot during 
this phase. He/she also should be discussing shot selection at this time.  
 
Coach: “Run 3-0, transition phase” 
The players must understand, in order to create transition the ball must still be advanced 
quickly, like in fastbreak. If the ball is walked up the floor all five defenders will be back and 
in their correct defensive positions. The players may look for a post up, a reversal or trail shot 
or a drive when a bad close out occurs or the help defence is out of position. This is not a 
secondary break. This is helping the players understand what shots are available to them 
before the defence gets set. If the players are looking to run a patterned secondary break they 
often do not see the transition shots.  
 
When teams do not know what to look for in transitions this situation happens quite often. 



 

The dark team has run down and created a transition scoring 
opportunity. Notice that dark #1 has buried his/her check 
under the basket. Light defenders #4 and #5 are late getting 
into position so there is no help for light #1. If the dark team 
is thinking transition the ball goes into #1.  

  

 

A team that runs a patterned secondary break may reverse the 
ball once, and then pass it back to the top. The guard, light #3 
calls a play. Light #2 v-cuts to get open on the wing. Once the 
ball is passed, light #1 posts up, calling for the ball. This is 
the same concept that happened in transition only there are a 
number of differences from the transition situation.  
§ It took 5 to 10 seconds off the clock to get back to this 

situation.  
§ Dark #1 does not have the same post up position.  
§ The help defence is now in position to double team and 

rotate.  
 
In watching games this summer there are many teams that 
never look to score in transition. It is one of the best times for 
an uncontested shot.  

When you get an offensive rebound you are often in a transition situation. All five defenders 
are back but are out of position. I you always pull the ball back out and set up you lose the 
advantage. What shots will you allow in this transition situation?  
 
Coach: “Run 3-0 mid-clock” 
The players now have an option on how fast they advance the ball down the floor. They may 
still look for the fastbreak, then transition before flowing into the set play or motion offence. 
Again, shot selection is crucial. Players should know what an acceptable shot is for this phase 
of the offence. What is the point of attack?  

§ Are they attacking the weakness of the defence, 
§ Are they attacking the weakness of a specific defender, 
§ Are the attacking using a certain offensive concept,  
§ Are they attacking through the strength of one of their players?  

 
Coach: “Run 3-0 late clock”  
Now the players advance the ball and work through all phases. They need to know when it is 
time to go into the late clock phase: 



§ Is it by seeing the clock? 
§ Is there a verbal call? 
§ Do they have each play timed to know where the clock is based on where 

they are in the offence? 
A late clock is not an excuse for a bad or forced shot. The great teams still get the shots they 
want late in the shot clock. One way in which this happens is by creating a 5 on 4 early in the 
clock.  

 

Dark #5 five attacks the bad close out by light #5. When the 
help defence comes the appropriate pass is made to dark #3. 
Dark has now created a 5 on 4 situation. The defence is in 
scramble mode. As long as the dark player continue to keep 
good spacing and do not freeze the ball they will keep this 
advantage. This is why so many teams seem to end up with a 
wide open uncontested shot late in the clock. Once they create 
the 5on 4 the ball doesn’t stop.  
 
The same situation can be created off an early post up. If the 
double team comes and a successful exit pass is made, the 
scramble is on.  
 
Teams also create this by running a high ball screen. 
Anything that forces the defence to put two players guarding 
one for a brief moment of time.  

Weaker teams often lose this advantage situation. By: 
§ Freezing the ball – a perimeter player catches and puts it above his/her head or 

starts to jab fake,  
§ Wasted dribbles – a player catches the ball and immediately dribbles for no 

purpose, 
§ Fumbled pass – so many players who make the pass off penetration throw a pas 

that is almost impossible to catch clean. Every fumble is a disruption in your flow.  
§ Passing back to the place the ball came from. In general the ball should go top – 

side – top - opposite side,  
§ Poor timing – players off the ball have to be in the right place at the right time. If 

not the passer may be frozen. They need to anticipate where they need to be.  
§ No pressure releases built in. Players need to know what to do if the next pass or 

action is denied. This needs to happen instantaneously.  
§ Poor spacing – if you allow one defender to guard two people this will take away 

your advantage. Someone is now free to double or briefly guard two.  



 

In this side pick and roll sequence the dark teams spacing 
allows players to help at all times, without giving up the 5 on 
4. Light #3 can stunt at dark #2 coming off the pick. Light #4 
can help at the rim on dark #1. Light #5 can easily guard dark 
#4 or #5.  

  

 

Contrast this spacing. Light #3 cannot stunt and also cover #3. 
Light #5 cannot guard #5 and #3 at the same time. Dark #4 is 
ready to cut high if light #4 helps on dark #5 rolling to the 
rim.  

 


